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To say that illustrator Ella Montclair lives 
in a decidedly unconventional set
something of an understatement. 
Ensconced on a ramshackle Oxfordshire 
farm with her two hostile children, her 
artist husband Sebastian resides in an 
outhouse just across her lawn, unable to 
share a home with her any longer. Their 
nineteen-year marriage has been 
irreparably fractured- for reasons that Ella 
cannot bear to think about
an affair with handsome landscape 
gardener Ludo, really the answer to all of 
her problems? 
 
This is an beguiling story of relationships, 
family and friendship. It contains 
something of a mystery element, concealing 
the painful secret of what really caused the 
breakdown of Ella and Sebastian’s 
marriage until towards the very end, wh
certainly kept me turning the pages.  The book is character rather than plot
driven, and admittedly its languid pace takes a bit of getting used to, though I 
quickly became immersed in it. 
 
The writing is atmospheric, laced with subtle humour and some
which surprised me; the story had much more depth than I had been 
anticipating. It has some excellent characters too, though a few were possibly a 
bit under-utilised for my tastes; I loved Ella’s flamboyant son Josh, with his 
wonderfully droll sense of humour and Sebastian’s bohemian aunt, Ottoline. I 
would have liked both to have taken centre stage in this novel more. Thirty
something narrator Ella was a bit of a shrieking harridan on occasion and is 
very downtrodden- I prefer protagonists
though the ups and downs of her family life and Ella's very fraught standing 
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To say that illustrator Ella Montclair lives 
in a decidedly unconventional set-up is 
something of an understatement. 
Ensconced on a ramshackle Oxfordshire 
farm with her two hostile children, her 
artist husband Sebastian resides in an 

er lawn, unable to 
share a home with her any longer. Their 

year marriage has been 
for reasons that Ella 

cannot bear to think about- but is seeking 
an affair with handsome landscape 
gardener Ludo, really the answer to all of 

This is an beguiling story of relationships, 
family and friendship. It contains 
something of a mystery element, concealing 
the painful secret of what really caused the 
breakdown of Ella and Sebastian’s 
marriage until towards the very end, which 
certainly kept me turning the pages.  The book is character rather than plot
driven, and admittedly its languid pace takes a bit of getting used to, though I 
quickly became immersed in it.  

The writing is atmospheric, laced with subtle humour and some
which surprised me; the story had much more depth than I had been 
anticipating. It has some excellent characters too, though a few were possibly a 

utilised for my tastes; I loved Ella’s flamboyant son Josh, with his 
roll sense of humour and Sebastian’s bohemian aunt, Ottoline. I 

would have liked both to have taken centre stage in this novel more. Thirty
something narrator Ella was a bit of a shrieking harridan on occasion and is 

I prefer protagonists who can stand up for themselves, 
though the ups and downs of her family life and Ella's very fraught standing 
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certainly kept me turning the pages.  The book is character rather than plot-
driven, and admittedly its languid pace takes a bit of getting used to, though I 

The writing is atmospheric, laced with subtle humour and some poignant scenes 
which surprised me; the story had much more depth than I had been 
anticipating. It has some excellent characters too, though a few were possibly a 

utilised for my tastes; I loved Ella’s flamboyant son Josh, with his 
roll sense of humour and Sebastian’s bohemian aunt, Ottoline. I 

would have liked both to have taken centre stage in this novel more. Thirty-
something narrator Ella was a bit of a shrieking harridan on occasion and is 

who can stand up for themselves, 
though the ups and downs of her family life and Ella's very fraught standing 



with her mother felt believable, so I’m not surprised she grew hysterical quite so 
much! A lot of readers will undoubtedly be able to identify with Ella's 
tumultuous life, though perhaps not always with the peculiar predicaments she 
finds herself in.  
 
This book was an insightful, engaging look at marriage and relationships; I fell 
utterly in love with its twee countryside setting- rabid sheep, mad chickens, 
cockerels and all! For anyone looking for an escapist read this summer, 
this slice of family drama, secrets and betrayal set against the 
backdrop of the idyllic Cotswold’s is one not to be missed. 
 
  
 

Linda Hill  

The mystery book could not be described as highly intellectual, but it is none the 
worse for that.  This is a heartwarming, easy read about how we all 
need to be loved and the mistakes we make along the way in finding 
that love. Ella's life is tumbling about her ears; her husband, Sebastian, has 
moved out and her children want to follow him, she is not quite having an affair 
with gardener Ludo, her parents are abandoning their 40 year marriage and 
her sister is so busy ignoring the truth of her own life she's no help at all.  The 
plot is fast paced and there are moments of real emotion interspersed with a 
considerable amount of humour.  I found the country setting a bit clichéd and 
I'm not sure I didn't think Ella might be better off without Sebastian, but I really 
enjoyed the read and would recommend it as a book to put in your 
suitcase for a beach holiday. 

 

Judy Connolly  

I like this book; all the characters are well portrayed, and feel real.  
Ella lives on a farm with her children while her husband lives over the yard.  
The reason for the separation isn’t really clear till near the end of the book. 
 
A good story with a bit more depth than some of the ‘chicklit’ I’ve 
read. 
 
 

Edel Waugh  

http://edelwaugh.blogspot.ie/2013/06/mystery-book-review.html 

This is the heart warming tale of Ella Montclair, mother/wife/daughter.  Ella 
and her husband Sebastian are going through a tough patch and it is not 
getting any easier with him living at the bottom of the garden.  Marriage and 



the ups and downs of it are at the forefront of the story, and it's not 
just Ella's marriage that’s in trouble!  
 
Although the story is touching, at times it is filled with humour too.  My 
favourite characters were Ella's parents who both made me chuckle when we 
get a look at their own marriage with its own difficulties.  There are a lot of lost 
souls in this story and one thing we see clearly is you get from marriage what 
you put into it.   A beautiful story that's perfect for a relaxing read.  
  
 
Sue Broom  

I joined in this competition for a bit of fun and wasn’t disappointed.  This book is 
very entertaining and I whipped through it in no time, despite its daunting size. 

‘My Husband Next Door’ is a finely-observed family drama, witty and 
wise, with interesting characters and dialogue that rings true.  There 
are some great slapstick moments and some terrific turns of phrase 
that I shall steal for my own repertoire.  Not at all my usual choice of 
reading but I might even try another of the author’s books once I discover who it 
is - in my small way contributing to the success of the competition. 

 

Francesca Ashurst  

I was really intrigued to receive a copy of the mystery book.   I realised how 
knowing an author’s name and the book title frames expectations so this was a 
really interesting experience. 
 
I was soon drawn into a wonderful story narrated by Ella with a 
supporting cast of family, friends and some very entertaining 
chickens!  The author has a gift for presenting characters that are well 
rounded, sometimes flawed but with the insight to recognise their shortcomings 
and remedy them.   
 
Ella is estranged from her artist husband Sebastian, living on a rather 
ramshackle farm with her two teenage children, her husband’s great aunt 
Ottoline and, eventually, Ella’s mother on the run from her own disintegrating 
marriage.  Sebastian is there too, living separately and struggling with his now 
failed career and the aftermath of a fling which caused Ella to kick him out. 
 
 Ottoline is a wonderful character, creative, calm and a source of support and 
wisdom.  Supporting characters include Ella’s extended family, her eccentric 
friend Lottie and the drop dead gorgeous gardener Ludo, the object of Ella’s 
romantic and passionate fantasies. 
  
Overall, this is a story about relationships and how disillusionment can creep 



into a marriage, ultimately tearing partners apart despite the underlying love 
they have for each other.  This is such a glorious modern day saga. It’s about the 
complexities of families, the difficulties of sustaining long term relationships, 
and the way that sometimes what you think you want isn’t really what you 
need.  
 
 
 Helen Clark  
 
Middle England at its best – I laughed, squirmed with embarrassment and 
identified with the characters.  Reading this, I was transported into village life 
with all the idiosyncrasies of rural personalities brought alive through 
descriptive and thoughtful prose.  Ella is totally unaware of the effect she has on 
people and barges through life juggling parenthood of unruly children with 
trying hard to keep the peace with her estranged husband, at the expense of her 
career as a painter.  Her creative outlook on life, her menagerie of animals and 
the colourful friends she surround herself with, make her a personality so easy 
to engage with.   

The hunky landscape gardener is easy to fantasise about and Ella is drawn to 
him after being rejected by her husband.  Their antics are hilarious and I found 
myself laughing out loud.   

An easy read, a great book to take with you on holiday to make you 
relax.  Fun, poignant yet thoroughly enjoyable. 

  

Emily Wright  

The novel centres on the life of Ella Montclair, an illustrator who lives with her 
teenage children in a farmhouse alongside a ménage of relatives living in 
converted outbuildings.  These include her artist husband Sebastian and his 
aunt Ottoline.  

Ella met Sebastian when he was an up and coming artist and she a passionate 
teenager.  Now, their relationship is fractured and Sebastian is tortured by the 
fact he is unable to finish a painting.  As the story progresses it transpires the 
couple share a secret about how the very thing that was meant to save 
Sebastian’s career ended up shaking it, and his marriage to Ella, to the core.  

The theme of husbands and wives living separately continues when Ella’s mum 
arrives to live on the farm.  Throughout the book, Ella feels increasingly put 
upon by those around her.  Ella’s only escape is in her blossoming affair with 
handsome gardener Ludo, but is he really the man of her dreams? 

The focus is very much on how family events affect Ella.  I felt this was a shame 
as the rest of the family each had their own stories to tell, and the author vividly 



draws the supporting cast of characters so you find yourself curious to discover 
more about their perspectives.  

Into this eclectic mix of characters and family life the author adds a 
gender confused chicken, randy cockerels and a goat named Curly to 
set the scene for a novel mingling relationship tales set alongside 
light-hearted, humorous country antics. 

  

Berwyn Peet  

Poor Ella has a lot to cope with - two typically awkward teenage children, a 
bossy sister, a snobbish, critical mother, a father who has taken up with a dog 
therapist and a husband who has moved into one of her holiday cottages.  And 
these are just a few of the comic characters in this diverting book. 

Written with a light touch, it's an amusing romp with some hilarious set pieces 
such as Ella's attempt at a romantic weekend escape with the handsome Ludo. 
There is a lot of humour in it and it is an entertaining read but there is some 
depth too as Ella finds the good points about her friends and relations, and 
becomes more critical of her own behaviour.  The message is about seeing 
yourself as others see you and really getting to know other people and yourself.  

Perhaps a little predictable at times but written with a dry humour 
and certainly a witty, engaging read.  

 

Carolyn Huckfield  

Ellie is separated from her husband, struggling artist Sebastian, but she still 
cares deeply for him and even does his laundry!  Their teenage children still live 
with her but spend much of their time with their father.  Ellie now owns 
Sebastian’s old family home and he lives in one of the out houses.  

The arrival of Ellie’ critical mother, who is having marital problems herself, 
seems to trigger a shift in all their relationships.   Sebastian suddenly wants to 
move on with his life.  He moves away, wants a divorce and the children go with 
him.  Ellie becomes involved with a married neighbour but still loves Theo. 

 This story deals with a tangled weave of likable characters and there are some 
really funny moments.  Hidden within these we finally see, along with Ellie, the 
real cause of Ellie and Sebastian’s problems.  He was a great artist but has lost 
his ability to paint whereas Ellie, who illustrates children’s books, secretly also 
paints but won’t show them because of Theo.  He feels he has to move on so she 
can too.  How they resolve this is the moving end of the story.  It is a fantastic 
read and much more than just the family saga that it first appears to 
be.  Parts of it remind me of Joanna Trollope and there are some moments that 



match anything Jilly Cooper has written as well.  This is a must read if you 
enjoy gripping and heartwarming family stories. 

  

Michelle Russ  

I really liked that this book was a mystery as it meant I couldn't prejudge it. 
Despite the comparisons to Cathy Kelly and Katie Fforde I had no idea what to 
expect! 

I had a lovely surprise as I loved this book!  It was a lovely country tale and was 
also very, very funny! 

The characters were all well rounded and a good mix of the loveable, the 
infuriating and the eccentric. The mix of family, friends and neighbours gave 
me everything I like to have in a story set in a village. 

The romantic side of this story was not what you would call a traditional 
romance, but was very touching and sweet and well thought through. 

Overall I really enjoyed this book and thought it was really well 
written, well paced and brilliantly funny. I can't wait to find out who 
the author was to read more! 

 

Josie Barton  

When all traditional references are removed from a book’s cover, all that 
remains is the essence of the inside story, and what really shines through with 
this mystery book is the strength of its storytelling.  From the beginning of the 
book I was engrossed, not just with the way in which the story was allowed to 
evolve, but also with the strength of characterisation.  There is a delightful mix 
of the downright quirky, with some genuine laugh out loud funny moments, and 
yet there are some episodes of real unhappiness which tug away at your 
heartstrings.  What is perhaps most interesting is how the author manipulates 
the dialogue to show both the best and worst of people, traits which at times 
exasperate, but which ultimately entertain.  

There is no doubt that the author has captured this particular genre.  The fine 
attention to detail, and the gentle and self depreciating sense of 
humour which is evident throughout the story, makes for an 
uncomplicated but ultimately entertaining read.  I found much to enjoy 
in this book, and I am sure that it is one of those stories which would be entirely 
suitable as a holiday read, or even as something to appreciate on a quiet 
afternoon reading in the garden.  

  

 



Helen Gough  

Life has many ups and downs, especially married life. The author takes us on a 
journey, looking back at Ellie and Sebastian's life together and apart.  The 
writing is so easy to read and you get caught up in the story.  I found it very 
difficult to put this book down! 

Funny, sad, annoying, uplifting, all emotions are here.  A perfect read for the 
summer months.  There are plenty of interesting characters and you can almost 
feel you're living in the village with them.  The drama plays out to reveal a 
secret which explains exactly why Ellie and Sebastian are so at odds with each 
other. 

Ellie’s mum and dad are particularly entertaining and as for her sister Ginnie, 
well I'm not sure I'd know how to cope with her.  Her bonkers friend Lottie 
steals some of the limelight, as do Ludo and Ottoline. 

But anyway, don't take my word for it, read this wonderful book for 
yourself.  You won't regret a minute spent and you will have had a 
very satisfying and enthralling time! 

 

Ruth Paterson  

The Prologue to this book immediately warmed me to the main character, Ella.  
She finds herself in a fix regarding Church flowers.  She is concerned about the 
wrath of a formidable lady in the congregation who would be less than 
impressed with her efforts.  As a woman in her thirties, living in a rural village 
and being involved in the Church, I know what the wrath of such stalwarts can 
be and could relate to the scene. 

Ella’s life has been charmed, growing up in a stable, well off family, going to art 
school in London and mixing with the Hoi Polloi.  She met and married her 
Famous husband at 19 and gave up much of her own aspirations to build a 
marriage and family.  Their early romance and marriage are detailed via 
flashbacks.  Sadly things have changed. Now in her thirties, her husband lives 
on their farmstead in an outbuilding not in the house.  Her teenagers are very 
laid back and not very helpful.  Her overbearing mother has to come to stay 
during a crisis in her own marriage and her posh sister seems to take her for 
granted.  Ella undergoes a cross between a midlife crisis and empty nest 
syndrome early but not very successfully!  

The story is one of not much action but lots of laughs and tears.  I 
really immersed myself in Ella’s world.  I enjoyed meeting her family and 
kooky friends.  I empathised with her and shared her joys and woes.  Some of 
her choices are strange, her manner irritating but I was with her all the 
way and would read more if this were to become a series.   

  



Sarah Tilley  

A very enjoyable read, in typical chick-lit fashion.    

It’s humorous and leaves you with a feel-good factor – ideal for holiday 
reading.  The characters are interesting, with a hint of bohemian sixties living, 
although the novel is set firmly in Jilly Cooper territory – how many Ludo’s 
have you met? 

You can visualise the main character in the same mould as the 
hapless Bridget Jones, with oddball family to match. 

All in all, a book that is fun and perfect for summer.  

 

Kate Wolstenholme  

This witty and engaging novel explores the perils of juggling a failing marriage, 
teenagers and attractive gardeners!  Ella tries to run her farm and B&B in 
between dealing with her parents’ marriage breakdown, her own 
unconventional relationship and the complexities of village life.  

It is a lighthearted tale, perfect for relaxing with a glass of wine, with charming 
characters and a plot which keeps you guessing until the final pages.              

Definitely recommended for fans of a more intelligent ‘chick-lit’ who 
want a mixture of laugh out loud moments and an uplifting tale. 

 

Michelle Hemmingway   

The mystery book by the mystery author did not get off to a good start for me.  
There was too much of the 'jolly romp' about it.  I thought it was going to be a 
shallow and predictable read.  I was soon proven wrong.  Yes, it was a bit 
unrealistic; no, you didn't really have to think about it but overall the people 
were written sensitively and given depth.  I felt that Ginnie in particular came 
into her own later in the book. 

I quite enjoyed the dynamic between Ella and Sebastian, although at times it did 
make me feel a little uncomfortable.   I loved Ottoline; and felt the setting had 
just the right amount of idealism to make it appealing.   

I did find Ella a little irritating in the second half of the book.  I felt she was a 
little whiny and spoiled, particularly with regards to the relationship with her 
mother, and when the revelation at the end came I felt that the idea of creativity 
hadn't been explored enough.  It was a little too much out of the blue. 



It was a well paced and enjoyable.  A great holiday read or 
something to curl up with on the sofa with a glass of wine and a box 
of chocolates. 

 

Susan Walsh   

Really loved this book!  It will have you smiling as you turn each page. 

‘My Husband Next Door’ is family life at its best. 

From happy marriage to unhappy marriage.  

Of moody teenagers. 

Of quaint village life, where Dad takes a shine to the bubbly Barmaid who is so 
unlike his prim & proper wife. 

To the handsome Ludo, who has all the local ladies hearts aflutter. 

A fabulous read, which many can relate to in one way or another. 

A great book just begging to be read and enjoyed. 

10/10 for this one; love it! 

 

Jo Turner 

Ella's life seems to be falling apart at the seams.  The farmhouse she lives in is 
crumbling as is her marriage.  The husband she once adored, well known artist, 
Sebastian, is now living in one of the holiday lets across the yard and hasn't 
produced a painting in years. 

Ella's on the verge of an affair with the gardener, Ludo but just can't seem to 
admit her marriage is finally over.  To top it all her mother arrives, needing 
somewhere to live as Ella's parents are also experiencing marital problems. 

As Ella witnesses the changes in her parents, she reflects on her own marriage 
and is forced to confront her own future and destiny. 

This is a charming book, full of wit and humour. It's very easy to engage 
with the central character, Ella, and feel her frustrations, sorrow and yearning 
for what once was.  It's only towards the end that the reader discovers a twist in 
the tale that may explain how a 'perfect' marriage started to go wrong and 
sympathies start to shift. 

A perfect summer read! 

 



Barry Griffiths 

This is chick lit at its best!  While the author clearly knows little about living in 
the country, it doesn't matter as the reader is swept along by the intriguing 
concept of a married couple, separated but still living next door to each other in 
the tumbledown farm, that they thought might save their marriage.  

At nineteen, Ella, a young art student, falls heavily for the famous up and 
coming artist Sebastian - they marry, are blissfully happy and have two 
children.  But it becomes clear that the brilliant gifted Sebastian is struggling 
with artists block.   As his career falls away he comforts himself with the bottle 
and eventually with another woman.  Ella struggles to keep the family together 
but the living arrangement is not ideal and the ramshackle farmhouse, teenage 
kids and financial worries soon start to take their toll and she finds herself 
falling for the charms of Ludo, the local landscape gardener. 

 The wry look at country life, with the goat who constantly tangles himself in the 
hedge, gender confused chickens, and the holiday lets which seem to attract the 
most unsuitable occupants, is interrupted by the arrival of Ella's overbearing 
and critical mother, who has uncharacteristically decided to leave her father 
and has no-where else to go. 

 Carefully negotiating daily life, with her husband living in an outbuilding, his 
bohemian aunt running pottery classes in another, her mother in one of the 
holiday lets, and two unruly teenagers causing chaos in the house makes the 
charming Ludo seem an attractive proposition in comparison. But when 
Sebastian surprisingly decides to take matters into his own hands by moving 
out to Oxford and taking the children with him, Ella needs to think again about 
their marriage and the reasons why Sebastian can no longer paint. 

 Funny, entertaining, escapism - this is a holiday book you will want 
to lose yourself in. 

 

Sian Spinney 

This book would make a great summer holiday read.  It's absorbing but not too 
heavy so you can just pick it up, then put it down and carry on without having 
to read back over bits.  Ella is an easy character to like and I did find myself 
wanting things to work out well for her but my favourite character was 
Sebastian who I felt a bit sorry for throughout the book.  I was kept interested 
until the end of the book which didn't end as I’d expected.  A good read which 
should keep you absorbed but not a page turner so you'll have time 
for a swim too. 

 

 



Dawn Shaw 

Ella married artist Sebastian and was in love, but those happy years of 
marriage have turned into a strange set-up. 

Sebastian now lives in the outhouse in the grounds of Ella's shabby farm house; 
crowded with some unruly teenagers, her nasty mother, and some confused 
chickens…then there is Ludo the gardener. 

I did have to back track once, I got myself confused, but overall I really 
enjoyed this book, and at times found it quite funny, it also made me 
think. 

I recommend ‘My Husband Next Door ‘ f you’re looking for a light easy read 
that's a bit different from the normal, and would like to read another by this 
Author. 

 

 

Carol Peace 

Ella seems to have had an eventful life, she married Sebastian who is a 
celebrated artist and has two teenage children. They are living on a farm where 
they have lots of animals but it just isn't the idyllic life she’d imagined. 

Sebastian actually lives in one of the cottages which are holiday lets and he 
cannot seem to finish a painting, the children are acting up and think it’s ok to 
live in front of the TV or stay in bed all day.  Her mother and fathers marriage 
seems to be a problem and she now has to have her mother staying in one of the 
holiday lets.  Its no wonder that she gets distracted with Ludo the gardener! 

 I loved reading about her dysfunctional life and I felt as distressed as her when 
Sebastian decides to move out, and her children knew before her.  I loved this 
book and could relate to the way she feels everything is against her, but it is also 
incredibly amusing.  Will there be a happy solution to her never ending 
catalogue of mishaps?  You’ll have to read it to find out but be prepared 
for the feeling that in parts, this could relate to your life. 

Four Stars 

 

 

 

 

 



Jill Peters 

This book is the one you must pack for your summer holiday or save for a 
winter’s night, curling up in front of the roaring fire. 

Ella is living a somewhat unconventional lifestyle, yet with traditional players 
in the way of an estranged husband living next door, children who have 
morphed into unknown creatures, parents hitting a later life crisis and then 
there is Ludo with the twinkle in his eye.    

The gorgeous hunk Ludo, offers Ella the chance of escapism, to feel feminine and 
wanted just for her and not for others who are just draining her life and 
dreams.   Romance flourishes by way of looks, touches and endearments 
amongst the vegetable patch and herbaceous borders.   Ella and Ludo both want 
to escape from their restricting and demanding lives with people distracting 
them but first they must create the opportunity to allow that desire to happen.  
A night on their own in a romantic setting with no one else having any demands 
on them  -simple! 

Ella must have been reading my mind in the past as her thoughts mirror many 
of those I have had in everyday life.   I’m sure other readers will relate to 
Ella and her life, reaching the end of the book and thinking phew, ‘I 
thought that could only happened to me’. 

I loved this book! 

 

Rachel Bridgeman 

I adored this book! It was perfect summer reading; a leisurely read but 
one with a heartwarming, realistic storyline and a main character I could 
relate to. The dialogue, especially between Ella and her teenage children, rang 
bells for me and what was interesting was that the story is almost in reverse of 
the normal 'chick lit', it was poignant ,unexpectedly moving and also 
deeply funny. 

  

Lynda DeFreitas 

A love story with many twists and turns before it comes to a satisfactory 
conclusion.  It teases but is also informative about the need to work at a 
relationship to keep it alive. 

Generational issues are also included as the parents of the main character go 
through their own marital disharmony and intrude upon Ella's life with 
devastating effects.  Her teenagers are typical in that they don't seem to care 
about anything unless it directly affects them.  Her sister seems to have 



everything that Ella would like – a settled life, enough money, good children, 
but Ginnie has problems of her own.  

Add a possible lover who is just waiting for the chance to 
consummate the relationship, an estranged husband, desperate, 
disenchanted wives, a romp through the Oxfordshire countryside 
and a happy ending, who could ask for more? 

 

Amanda Donovan 

This light hearted novel contains a strong message about love and relationships 
and is set in the beautiful Cotswolds.  The author excels in writing humour and 
in bringing the vibrant countryside to life.  The book is a great holiday read and 
a romp around the countryside following Ella’s ups and down.   

The main character Ella, an artist, lives in a farmhouse with a few bantam 
chickens.  The story spans a period of time from marriage to separation. 
Sebastian, her failing artist husband, lives in a separate part of the farmhouse 
so that he can still see the children grow up, but the atmosphere is dark with 
arguments and regret. Things take a turn for the worst when her controlling 
Mother insists on moving in. 

The mystery book is written in the first person, from the point of view of Ella. 
The characters are well written, my favourite was Ella’s Dad.  He is a likeable 
outgoing, down to earth character, that adds more humour to the book and 
support to Ella as she struggles to work out her own situation.   

Expect to laugh out loud at the skillfully written awkward moments 
and enjoy meeting a hen called ‘Ladyboy’.     

 

Sarah Davis 

I was sent the mystery book to read and review: there was no cover art, no title 
or author synopsis.  The concept of reading a totally unknown book was very 
appealing. 

 Interestingly once I began the book I became aware that the mystery book is 
probably a chick lit novel which I would never chose to read.  However I was 
pleasantly surprised.  The book managed to keep my attention and I really 
wanted to find out how the story would enfold.  

The writing style was engaging and well written.  The characters were well 
described and very realistic particularly Ella.  The two main male characters 
Ludo and Sebastian were cleverly developed.  The story flowed nicely 
throughout the 400+ pages. 



 I really enjoyed the book and it was certainly a page turner. I liked 
the finely observed humour that was subtly under written.  Basically the 
perfect beach holiday read. It also made me feel that I shouldn't 
judge a book by its cover alone! 

 

Manisha Natha 

I found this book very enjoyable. It very easy to read,  well written with good 
characters and a nice easy story line which I could follow very easy but which 
still made me want to read on.  A great book if you are looking for 
something easy and relaxing to read on a nice summer’s day, or just 
something to curl up with whilst in bed. 

Hope you enjoy reading this book as much as I did. Happy reading!!! 

 

Louise Woods 

It is amazing how much you rely on the cover, the blurb and the author to 
influence the books you read.  Not having access to any of these was exciting 
and daunting at the same time! 

This mystery novel has all the makings of a great beach read.  Enough 
of a story to last longer than a quick weekend read, and yet easy 
enough to dip in and out of without losing touch with the plot. 

Our heroine portrays herself as a modern day martyr. She rushes around 
putting the needs of her family first, even those who no longer belong to it!  
Dominated by the demands of her mother and sister, she tries hard to be her 
own person, to reflect the exact opposite or the ideals her mother holds dear, yet 
she finds herself doing exactly what they want her to, and loathing herself for it. 

I got a bit cross with Ella to be honest.  Anyone who lets their ex husband 
sponge a place to live, puts clean sheets on his bed, and caters to his alcoholic 
attitude problem deserves a reality check. She dreams of a different life but it 
takes her long enough to try and change the one she has. For some reason she 
cannot move on, and when she finally takes the plunge, I can’t help wanting her 
chosen partner to back off furiously shaking his head (Especially as he has his 
own baggage to sort out first). 

I did enjoy reading this, and would give it to friends to read. It was a good 
escape book, whiling away a few hours every now and then. Though trying to 
figure out who wrote it prompted me to furiously go through all the books on 
my shelf for clues! 

 



Cherrill Deans 

Aga saga sagacity!   

Although not my usual genre of choice, this author writes with style and 
sensitivity and unfolds an insightful tale of the tangled emotions of a 
middle-class family whose lives and marriages are falling apart.  The 
story is well plotted and well paced and the characters finely crafted.   

The story is set in middle England, and full of the usual rural reference points of 
ponies, puppies and chicken poo.   We engage with the family of Ellie and 
Sebastian, both artists, who live with their two kids, warring parents, and 
various potty friends on a small holding in a quintessentially rural village.  The 
tone is warm and humorous, and the characters evolve into likeable people who 
are coming to terms with who they are and what and who they want in their 
lives. 

Despite my initial reservations, I found myself enjoying the book and hoping for 
a happy ending.  This, by and large, was how the story turned out.   

 

Sam Lewis 

Ella is in her mid 30’s. She lives in an idyllic location in the country with her 
husband and two children. That’s where the dream ends. In fact the country 
home is a barn in need of a few repairs. Her husband actually lives in one of the 
converted holiday lets that help bring in money and she can’t quite establish the 
actual moment he moved out or ever really having a conversation about it at 
all.  Life seems to just keep on this way as she feels that at least having both 
their parents around, the kids will benefit. 

He is an artist that no longer paints and he has spiralled into a miserable 
situation as a result. The kids are your typical teenagers and the story is 
humorous as Elle seems to tell the story as if she were sitting down to coffee 
relaying it to her girlfriends. 

 Her Mother and Father are going through a tough time and to her dismay her 
fault finding mother also moves into one of the holiday lets. While everyone else 
starts dealing with their problems Ella’s only seem to grow until she realises she 
needs to do something about it. 

This was a really humorous and fabulous holiday read for me. I 
thoroughly enjoyed it and loved the way the story was told in such a 
matter of fact way! 

 

 



Kath Martin 

This is so much fun!  A rollicking Aga-saga of the very highest 
calibre.  It has names like Ludo and Araminta (of course), eccentric parents, 
crumbling farmhouse, perfect sister with perfect children....and yes - Ella, the 
heroine does have an Aga!  We even get a mention of the red-gingham table-
cover and the gathering of armfuls of wildflowers!  Bliss! 

 

Joy Bosworth  

When I started the book and read the preface I found it an amusing 
piece of chick lit like many others I have read. How wrong could I 
be? 

Interwoven with the light hearted, very funny parts of the chief protagonist, 
Ella's life is the heartbreak and disintegration of her marriage and the peculiar 
situation of her being both apart from her husband but yet still with him. The 
strange circumstance of an almost affair with the local gardening Adonis and 
the predictable, establishment parents who both develop startling proclivities 
(and both demand Ella's attention in addition to that needed by her teenage 
children and various needy animals - including a sexually harassed chicken!) 

Why does an exciting artist waste his life drinking whilst his equally talented 
spouse only paints book illustrations she hates? 

If this sounds heavy, it isn't, it's hilarious. One finds oneself laughing out 
loud quite unexpectedly.  I really loved this book 

 

Karin Gibson 

What a disappointment, I usually love Catherine Alliott's books but I 
struggled to read this one. The characters were quite badly drawn, 
scenarios that were ridiculous.  It all felt very stilted and old.  I have read every 
book by Catherine Alliott from the first - The Old Girl Network, to this one. I 
think she needs to rethink her format as it is becoming too familiar. 

The main character, Ella, is silly, boring, easily distracted and manipulated by 
others plus she has her ex husband sleeping in her outbuildings because she's too 
weak to do anything about it. The other characters are two dimensional and are 
clichéd: The perfect sister with a perfect family, the domineering mother who 
deserves a reality check, and the handsome guy who she fancies.  

There are too many characters in it so you find yourself having to go back and 
re-read the last page to work out who the heck they are and where they fit in. All 
in all I found it hard work and not at all up to scratch.  Yawn. 


